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 file In bash: sed -i's/1003/1004/' /root/tmp/serial.txt Notice that the original one has 1003, so we remove it and replace with
1004. Post Top Ad Tuesday, January 30, 2017 Introducing The SmartApp Lounge Digital publishers like Google, Facebook and
Microsoft offer a “Smart App” option for small businesses to create applications for their products. They make it easy for you

to build applications, offering tools and templates to create and manage your app. Yet, it's a challenging market. It's hard to
know what will work best for you and other small businesses. One of the many benefits to having a smart business partner is
being able to create an app that works and look great for your business. To make that easier, we're excited to announce The

SmartApp Lounge. The SmartApp Lounge is a public app marketplace for small businesses. Our goal is to make it easier for
entrepreneurs to find and build the right app for their business. We're partnering with many smart business partners, like

Google, to bring the SmartApp Lounge to life. Soon, you'll be able to see many of our partner apps in the lounge, along with
many more from our other partner apps. You can learn more about The SmartApp Lounge here. If you are a partner, check out

the tools and information here.Q: Arithmetic computation in XQuery I need to find the difference between two sums in
XQuery. I need to take the current value of one, and add it to the next to get a new value. For example: declare @a as number

declare @b as number select @a = 4 select @b = 5 select @a + @b = 9 How can I compute 9 in an XQuery expression? A: The
XQuery expression select @a + @b yields 9 as expected, because in XQuery numbers are implemented as IEEE754 double-

precision floating-point numbers. IEEE754 floating-point numbers can be expressed as a pair of a number, which is the
significand, and an exponent, which is 82157476af
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